It is found that two different celebrate models, the Korteweg de-Vrise (KdV) equation and the 
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the so-called nonlocal integrable systems (or the Alice-Bob systems) have attracted many attentions of scientists because of the first paper presented by Ablowitz and Musslimani [1] and the possible applications for two-place physics (Alice-Bob physics) [2, 3] .
The first two-place nonlocal model is related to the places {x, t} and {−x, t}, respectively, for the nonlinear Schrödinger (NLS) equation [1] iA t + A xx ± A 2 B = 0, B =f A =PĈA = A * (−x, t),
where the operatorsP andĈ are the usual parity and charge conjugation. It is clear that the equation system (1) with its conjugate form is form invariant under the discrete transformation group with the generators {P ,Ĉ,T }, whereT is the time reversal operator. In literature, the nonlocal nonlinear Schrödinger equation (1) is also called parity-time reversal (PT) symmetric. PT symmetry plays an important role in the quantum physics [4] and many other areas of physics, such as the quantum chromodynamics [5] , electric circuits [6] , optics [7, 8] , Bose-Einstein condensates [9] , atmospheric and oceanic dynamics [2, 10] etc.
It is well known that there are various correlated and/or entangled events that may happen in different times and places. To describe some types of two-place physical problems, AliceBob (AB) systems [2, 3] are proposed by using the shifted parity (P s ,P s x = −x + x 0 ), delayed time reversal (T d ,T d t = −t + t 0 ) and charge conjugate (Ĉ) symmetries. If one event (A, Alice event) is correlated/entangled to another (B, Bob event), we denote the correlated relation as B =f A for suitablef operators. Usually, the event A = A(x, t)
happened at {x, t} and event B = B(x ′ , t ′ ) happened at {x ′ , t ′ } =f {x, t}. In fact, {x ′ , t ′ } is usually far away from {x, t}. Hence, the intrinsic two-place models or AliceBob systems are nonlocal. In addition to the nonlocal nonlinear Schrödinger equation (1), there are many other types of two-place nonlocal models, such as the nonlocal KdV systems [2, 3, 11] , the nonlocal modified KdV systems [3, 12, 13] , the discrete nonlocal NLS systems [14] , the coupled nonlocal NLS systems [15] , the nonlocal Davey-Stewartson systems [16] [17] [18] , general nonlocal NLS equation [19] and the nonlocal peakon systems [20] including AB Xia-Qiao-Zhou (ABXQZ), AB Cammasa-Holm (ABCH), AB Degasperis-Procesi (ABDP),
In [3] , we proposed a series of other types of integrable AB systems including the AB-KdV systems, AB-mKdV systems, AB-KP systems, AB-sine Gordon systems, AB-NLS systems, AB-Toda systems and AB-H1 systems. Furthermore, by using theP s ,T d andĈ symmetries, theirP s ,T d andĈ invariant muti-soliton solutions are obtained in the elegant forms for all the AB systems listed in [3] . In addition, we established a most general AB-KdV equation and presented itsP s ,T d andĈ invariant Painlevé II reduction and soliton-cnoidal periodic wave interaction solutions [2] .
In section II of this paper, we write down an integrable AB real system with three different nonlocal properties. One non-locality is related to the ABKdV system while the other two are associated with the ABB systems. The Lax pairs for these two kinds of AB systems are explicitly given. The multi-soliton solutions for the ABB systems are studied in section III and the possible prohibitions on multi-soliton solutions are also discussed in this section.
Section IV is devoted to investigating the multi-soliton solutions of the ABKdV system. The last section is a short summary and discussion.
II. AB INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS COME FROM SAME EQUATION WITH DIF-FERENT NON-LOCALITIES
In Ref. [2] , a special ABKdV system (after some re-scaling transformations)
is derived from the usual KdV equation by using the so-called consistent correlated bang (CCB) [21] with an arbitraryP sTd invariant functional G(A, B) =P sTd G(A, B).
In this paper, we consider a specialP sTd invariant selection of G(A, B),
The integrability of (5) with the nonlocal condition (3) is trivial because it is derived from the usual KdV equation via CCB. In fact, the ABKdV system (5) with (3) possesses the following Lax pair,
Now, an important and interesting question is, are there any other types of non-localities such that (5) is still integrable? Fortunately, we can find that if we introduce the following two new real nonlocal conditions
and/or
(5) is really integrable because of the existence of the Lax pair,
It should be emphasized that though the nonlocal equation (5) is same for all three nonlocalities (3), (8) and (9), their integrable properties, Lax pairs, are quite different.
From the Lax pair (6) and (7), we know that (5) with (3) is a KdV type nonlocal system.
However, (5) with (8) or (9) is a Boussinesq type nonlocal equation because its Lax pair possesses the form (10) and (11).
III. MULT-SOLITON SOLUTIONS FOR THE ABB SYSTEM (5) WITH (8) AND/OR (9)
The multi-linear approach, especially, Hirota's bilinear method, is a powerful method to looking for multi-soliton solutions for integrable nonlinear systems. By using the standard Hirota's bilinear operator,
it is straightforward to prove that the AB system (5) can be changed to the following eightlinear form,
after directly substituting the transformation
into the ABB equation (5) and integrating once for the variable x with
From the relations (8) or (9), (13) and (14), one can readily find that
where f 1 (t) and f 2 (x + t) are arbitrary functions of t and x + t respectively. By using the relation (15), (12) is simplified to a very simple one
which is f 1 and f 2 independent. In fact, substituting (15) into (13), the result is also f 1 and f 2 independent. Thus, one can directly select f as the shifted parity invariant or delayed time reversal invariant function, i.e., f 1 = f 2 = 1 and
It is clear that the only remaining thing is to solve the bilinear equation (16) with the invariant condition (17) to get multi-soliton solutions.
Eq. (16) is just the bilinear form of the well known Boussinesq equation. The multi-soliton solutions of the usual bilinear Boussinsq system can be written as (f = f n ) [3] 
where the summation of {ν} = {ν 1 , ν 2 , . . . , ν n } should be done for all permutations of
. . , n, and
Generally, the solution (18) is not shifted parity or delayed time reversal invariant. Before to give a general result, we consider the possible constraints on (18) because of the condition (17) for small n.
For n = 1, we have
From (20), the invariant condition (17) becomes
It is not difficult to see that there is no possible nontrivial solution of (21) or (22) for arbitrary {x, t} by selecting parameters k 1 , ξ 10 , x 0 and t 0 .
For n = 2, the solution (18) becomes, From the expression (23), we know that if we take the parameter conditions,
then two-soliton solution (23) is restricted to the simple form
up to a neglected constant factor √ 2k 1 .
It is not difficult to check that (25) is the only shifted parity or delayed time reversal invariant form of (23).
The conditions k 2 = ±k 1 , δ 2 = ∓δ 1 for the two-soliton solution (23) implies that two solitons can exist only for head-on collisions with the same velocities and wave numbers. In other words, because of the nonlocal conditions (8) or (9), the pursuant interactions between two solitons are prohibited. The head on collisions with different wave numbers (and then velocities) are also prohibited. 
For n = 3, the solution (18) possesses the form
where 
In (27) and the following of this paper, the used notation K {i 1 ..i j } means that for the permutation (the subscription of
Thus, for n = 3, K {ν} in (27) possesses the
and so on.
After finishing some detailed analysis, one can find that there is no possible three soliton solution (27) because of the invariant condition (17) . Furthermore, all the soliton solutions with odd number n will be prohibited by the shifted parity or the delayed time reversal nonlocality (17) or equivalently (8) and/or (9).
For n = 4, the solution (18) can be explicitly written as
where After finishing some detailed analysis, for the four soliton solution (29), there is only one independent selection
All other possible selections are equivalent to (31).
Under the restriction (31), the four soliton solution (30) becomes aP s andT d invariant form (up to a common factor kκ), (17) or equivalently (8) and (9) . In fact, this conclusion is correct for all n = 2N soliton solution (18) .
For n = 2N, the invariant condition of (18) becomes
Because of the paring condition (35), the even function property of cosh function in (18) and the summation is done for all possible permutations {ν} = {ν 1 , . . . , ν 2N } with ν i = 1, −1, the solution f 2N expressed by (18) with (35) is alwaysÔ-invariant
In other words, (18) with n = 2N and (35) is even for both ζ ≡ x −
For instance, for N = 3 we have
where
)τ, i = 1, 2, 3, mod 3, (13) with (37) and parameter selections
IV. MULTI-SOLITON SOLUTIONS FOR THE ABKDV SYSTEM (5) WITH (3)
For the ABKdV system (5) with the nonlocal condition (3), we can make the bilinear
Substituting the transformation relation (40) into the ABKdV system (5) and its adjoint form (obtained by applying the operatorP sTd on (5)), we can find two separated bilinear
It is interesting that the f equation is just the bilinear form of the usual KdV equation while the general solution of (42) can be written as
generality.
Applying the nonlocal condition (3), we havê
where f 0 , f 1 and g are arbitrary functions of the indicated variables. Especially, f may bê P sTd -invariant if we take the following special selections
In general, the solutions of (41) are notP sTd -invariant. Fortunately, because the expression (40) is invariant under the transformation
with arbitrary constants K, Ω and X, the multi-soliton solutions of the ABKdV equation
can be written as
where G = G(x + t) is an arbitrary function with the condition
and
The summation of {ν} = {ν 1 , ν 2 , . . . , ν N } in (49) should be done for all permutations of
. . , N, and
It is clear that (49) is reallyP sTd -invariant.
Different from the multi-soliton solutions of the ABB system discussed in the last section for the non-localities of (8) and (9), there is no other prohibitions for the ABKdV system with the non-locality (3) except for the locations of N solitons. (47) with (49) for N = k 1 = 1, x 0 = t 0 = 0 and G(x + t) is taken as 
The main difference between the usual KdV equation ( (5) with B = A) and the ABKdV
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
It is shown that there are some really different phenomena in Alice-Bob systems (or namely nonlocal systems). From the result of this paper we can conclude that the following eight systems
where g i belongs to the eight order Abel group G It is well known that in quantum physics, the existence of symmetries for a quantum system will lead to some prohibitions. It is interesting that the similar situation may also be found in classical physics. For the ABB systems, the model (54) with g i ∈ {P s ,T d ,P sĈ ,T dĈ }, 
are integrable, where g j belongs to the sixteen order Abel group G with four generators, the shifted parityP s , the delayed time reversalT d , the charge conjugateĈ and the field reversal other types of possible nonlocal systems will be discussed elsewhere.
